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Evidences extrapolated form the transnational needs analysis

carried out at national and pan-European level,  plus the formal

and informal consultation with stakeholders throughout

implementation of the project,  confirmed the tangible margin for

further policy intervention to sustain the competit ive development

and sustainable growth of EU Small Family Businesses (FB).

In this document, as f inal deliverable of the VESTA project,

partners collected in a concise and comprehensive manner the

most interesting tr iggers for a more FB-oriented public action that

is strategically coherent to dynamics impacting long-term

prosperity and profitabil ity of FB. The inputs and comments

mentioned below are conceived as tr iggers for further food-for-

thoughts that could practically inform the decision making policy

cycle.  

The wealth of knowledge gathered by partners throughout

consolidation of Intellectual Output 2 deliverables’  – a

transnationals and multidimensional analysis on threats and

opportunit ies to growth and competit iveness for EU Family

Businesses(FB) – highlighted seven main challenges faced by FEs

across Europe. These challenges might represent the domain of

focus of further policy actions tailored at addressing from a

strategic perspective the related area of interest.  Here below, a

concise and comprehensive l ist of the aforementioned:
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1.  Continuity of the business and intergenerational management

Undoubtedly the greatest challenge faced by FBs is the

generational transit ion of the ownership and / or management.

Estimates from the European Commission indicates that approx.

480.000 companies are transferred each year – a process that has

a more or less direct impact on 2M jobs.

The r isk associated to the business transfer,  and business

transgenerational continuity,  might be represented by a lack of

rel iable know how and technical expertise detained by the next

generation, or even more threatening, by the ineffectiveness of the

in-place transit ion framework rel ied on by FBs.

Policy makers are called to sustain the cycle of the design, testing

and validation of an experience-based framework that might

ensure for smooth ownership transit ion, stemming from good

practices and case scenarios both at national and EU level .

In the context of this specif ic recommendation, by framework we

refer to a benchmark standard of reference extrapolated and build

up from national as well as international good practices to which

FB owners and management staff could refer to for strategizing

and planning of the transfer of the ownership from one generation

to the other.  
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2. Better recognition of the FB ecosystem as standalone

dimension

Worth to be mentioned is the fact that the current business

literature available in EU is very much size-centred, meaning that

most of relevant trends, data and dynamics are clustered per size

of the enterprise and number of employees.

To better valorise the wealth of knowledge around family

businesses – and the related decision making process – it  would

be necessary to have available a f i lter and parameter of analysis

that is ownership-centred, so as to better dist inguish the

phenomenology that impacts for the most FB, compared to private

businesses of other nature.

3. Flexibility in governance and management

Small FB tempt to be more flexible compared to large structured

corporation. Special ised l iterature valorises such agil ity as in fact

one of the dist inctive feature of FB, and driver of innovation and

overall  competit iveness.

As long as we are referring to unlisted companies, regulatory

framework should refrain themselves from the idea of sett ing

compulsory governance frameworks.
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These on the other hand should stem from the practice domain,

rather than the legal one, based on recommendations and other

case studies valorised at policy level as standards, benchmark of

reference, or more simply as source of inspiration.

4. Debt VS Equity

The analysis of industry l iterature at EU and national level seems

confirming the fact that,  at large, the EU fiscal regulatory system

favour debt over equity.

Although a responsible leverage on credit for growth is most

certainly responsibil ity of a sound f inancial management board

within the f irm, the privi lege of debt over equity might lead FB to

risky debit exposure that might inhibit  in the long run their

competit iveness, potentials for job creation, and overall

profitabil ity.

While st i l l  maintaining the control over their organisation, FB’s

owners could leverage of equity-based f inancing to attract

capitals with no addit ional burden on their f inancial balance.

Evidences from the l iterature assessment confirm that,  from a

policy making perspectives, the nature of incentives made

available to FBs refer to subsidized f inance measures ( i .e . ,  l ines of

credit at low interest rates) :  policy makers are called to switch the

focus and incentivise as well equity-based growth and competit ive

paths – for instance, making easier for FBs the placement of

shares and bonds on private investors’  market.
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5. Tailored made education pathways

FB management implies a series of issues that are certainly

distinctive of these organisation, but at the same time are neither

“tradit ional” nor ordinary for other forms of enterprise.  By

promoting a tailored made education we are referring to the

opportunity of consolidating knowledge that a whole cohort of

future entrepreneurs would not be able to acquire unless relying

on other unconventional methods of no guarantee on their

effectiveness. 

The European Commission provides for numerous examples of

opportunit ies that could be instrumental to this end, see the case

of Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, Key Action 1 with particular

reference to Mobil ity for learners and staff in vocational education

and training.

Policy makers can be the catalysers of aforementioned init iat ives

while fostering them as integrated resources for local-based

development actions.
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6. Data privacy and digitalisation in general

This is without any doubt the most recurrent lag intercepted at

level of research and analysis.  Compared to large corporations,

small FB lack of either the skil ls ( i .e . ,  human resources) or capitals

to route towards concrete and long-term oriented digital isation

pathways. What policy makers do is designing ad-hoc solutions /

resources (credit funds) specif ically tailored to meet FB needs

7. Green leadership

Small FB play a central role for the economic development,

innovation and well-being of EU societies.  As they account for

more than 60% of private business in EU, FB cannot ignore the

social role they have in f ighting cl imate change, for instance, by

sustaining and promoting environmental awareness among civil

society, by adopting and embracing eco-fr iendlier production

paradigms, by reducing the carbon foot imprint of their value

chain, etc.

Policy makers should f ind solutions that reword environmentally

responsible business conduct and set the frame for a coordinated

approach to sustainabil ity with the proactive involvement of third

parties and a multidimensional STKHs group.
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To this end, reference standards for the reward of sustainable and

eco-compliant entrepreneurial practices should look what the very

European Commission recognize as sustainabil ity competences:

see GreenComp The European sustainabil ity competence

framework for reference

.

To know more about the VESTA project,  please consult:  

 https://www.projectvesta.eu/ 
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